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Sindcon LoRaWAN Server RESTful API Manual (V1.0) 

1. Overview 

Sindcon LoRaWAN Server provides RESTful API for interface with Application Server. 

(RESTful can reference to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer). The 

system diagram is shown in Figure 1.1 

 

Figure 1.1 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer
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Through RESTful API, the client is able to obtain the data of organization, application and 

node with authorization from Sindcon.   

RESTful server address is shown below and the customers are able to apply for the account 

from Sindcon. 

https://sindconiot.com/admin/ 

2. Main Process 

The RESTful interaction process is divided into two phases: the authentication phase and the 

request phase. After the user name and password are successfully authenticated, a JWT is returned. 

The JWT is valid for 24 hours and the JWT can be reused during the validity period. Each time the 

client initiates a query or configuration request to the LoRaWAN server, the item in the http 

header is required to be "Grpc-Metadata-Authorization" and the value is the JWT. For a detailed 

introduction of JWT, please refer to: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON_Web_Token。 

 

Figure 2.1 RESTful Interaction Flow Chart 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON_Web_Token
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Figure 2.2 Recommended State Machine in Client 

After the client establishes a connection with the RESTful server and successfully logs in, it 

obtains the JWT and enters the Establish state. When the validity period of JWT has passed 3/4, it 

is recommended to re-authenticate to obtain a new JWT. In the authentication process, the old 

JWT can continue to use as long as it does not time out. If the authentication is successful without 

exceeding the validity period, re-enter the initial state. 

3. Object logical relationship 

The logical relationship between organizations, applications, and nodes in the system is 

shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 3.1 Logical Relationship 

An organization corresponds to a company or group, such as “sindcon” as sindcon. There 

may be multiple applications in an organization, such as water meters, gas meters, electricity 

meters, and so on. There are multiple nodes in each application. These concepts are covered in the 

RESTful API interface. 

4. Introduction to the main interface 

4.1 Login 

The first step for the client to connect to the Sindcon data center is to authenticate the identity 

through the login interface. If the authentication is passed, the server will return the JWT, and 

subsequent operations such as querying and modifying need to bring the item 

"Grpc-Metadata-Authorization" to the http (or https) header and the value is the JWT. The JWT 

timeout period is included in the JWT. The client should log back in before the timeout (for 

example, the past 3/4 validity period) to obtain a new JWT for subsequent operations. 

Item Description 

Interface POST /api/internal/login 
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body parameters { 

  "username": "string" 

  "password": "string", 

} 

Request parameter 

description 

username The user name for login 

password The password for login 

Response 

parameter 

{ 

  "jwt": "string" 

} 

Response 

parameter 

description 

jwt For a detailed introduction of JWT, please refer to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON_Web_Token 

After login the Sindcon data center, jwt is valid for 24 hours. 

 

4.2 Change Password 

This interface is used by the client to request to change the password. 

Item Description 

Interface POST /api/app/password 

body parameters { 

  "oldPassword": "string" 

  "newPassword": "string", 

} 

Request parameter 

description 

oldPassword  

newPassword  

Response 

parameter 

description 

None 

 

4.3 Get All Applications 

Get all the application authorized to the login user，which would starting from “offset” 
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Item Description 

Interface GET /api/applications 

Request parameter 

description 

 

Request parameter 

description 

limit The number of records is returned at this time. When the 

parameter is 0, only the "totalCount" field is returned to 

indicate how many records are in total, and the specific 

application data is not returned. 

offset The currently obtained record offset, counting from 0 

organizationID Get an application from which organization. When the 

parameter is 0, the organization is not restricted, and all 

applications in the organization with permission to access 

are returned. 

Primary response 

parameter 

{ 

  "totalCount": "string", 

  "result": [ 

    { 

      "id": "string", 

      "name": "string", 

      "description": "string", 

      "organizationID": "string", 

      "appType": 0 

    } 

  ] 

} 

Response 

parameter 

description 

totalCount The number of items in total. This does not mean how 

many items are included in current result, but how many 

items are accessed. The result returned may be less than 

the “totalCount”, because the result is also limited by the 

“limit” and “offset” parameters. 

result The specific application property parameter which is an 

array of objects 

id The unique identifier of the application, an integer 
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name Name of the application 

description Description of the application 

organizationID The organization to which the application belongs 

appType Types of application 

0：LoRa Meters, such as gas meters, electricity meters, 

water meters 

1：LoRa-RS485 bridge 

2：RS485 sub-meter (Modbus sub-devices) 

 

4.4 Get Node Information 

      Item Description 

Interface GET /api/applications/{applicationID}/nodes 

Request parameter  

Request parameter 

description 

applicationID  

limit The number of records is returned at this time. When the 

parameter is 0, only the "totalCount" field is returned to 

indicate how many records are in total, and the specific 

application data is not returned 

offset The currently obtained record offset, counting from 0 

Primary response 

parameter 

{ 

  "totalCount": "string", 

  "result": [ 

    { 

      "devEUI": "string", 

      "sn": "string", 

      "address": "string" 

      "meterReading": "string", 

      "recharge": "string", 

      "valve": "string", 

      "battery": "string", 

      "rssi": "string", 

      "snr": "string", 
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      "lastUpdate": "string", 

      "softVer": "string" 

    } 

  ]     

} 

Main response 

parameter 

description 

totalCount The number of items in total. This does not mean how 

many items are included in current result, but how many 

items are accessed. The result returned may be less than the 

“totalCount”, because the result is also limited by the 

“limit” and “offset” parameters. 

result The specific application property parameter which is an 

array of objects 

devEUI The device EUI of the node, globally unique 

sn The serial number of the node can be specified as the serial 

number on the meter body to correspond, or a specific 

encoding rule parameter can be distinguished by a serial 

number. 

address The address of the installation of meters 

meterReading Meter Reading. This field is valid only for nodes under the 

app with appType 0. If the volume is measured, the unit is 

liter; if the energy is measured, the unit is in Wh. 

recharge Prepayment reading, this field is only valid for nodes under 

the application with appType 0 and with built-in valve or 

relay. If the volume is measured, the unit is liter; if the 

energy is measured, the unit is Wh. 

valve The status of built-in valve (gas meter or water meter) or 

built-in relay (electricity meter) 

Close：valve close or relay open 

Open：valve open or relay close 

battery Battery remaining capacity 

rssi RSSI value at the last LoRa uplink 
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snr SNR value of the last LoRa uplink 

lastUpdate Last data reporting time 

softVer Software version of node 

4.5 Get the Modbus slave-meter 

Get the slave-meter node under application of RS485 slave-meter 

Item Description 

Interface GET /api/subMeter 

Request parameter  

Request parameter 

description 

applicationID ID of the application 

limit The number of records is returned at this time. When the 

parameter is 0, only the "totalCount" field is returned to 

indicate how many records are in total, and the specific 

application data is not returned 

offset The currently obtained record offset, counting from 0 

response 

parameter 

{ 

  "totalCount": 0, 

  "subMeter": [ 

    { 

      "sn": "string", 

      "address": "string", 

      "devEui": "string", 

      "modbusAddress": 0, 

      "lastUpdate": "string", 

      "rssi": "string", 

      "snr": "string", 

      "items": [ 

        { 

          "id": 0, 

          "value": "string" 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  ] 

} 
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Main response 

parameter 

description 

totalCount The number of items in total. This does not mean how many 

items are included in current result, but how many items are 

accessed. The result returned may be less than the 

“totalCount”, because the result is also limited by the 

“limit” and “offset” parameters. 

subMeter The attribute parameter of the slave-meter node which is an 

array of objects 

sn The series number of slave-meter 

address Node installation address 

devEui The device EUI of the RS485-bridge to which the 

slave-meter connect 

modbusAddr

ess 

Modbus address of the slave-meter 

lastUpdate Last data reporting time 

rssi RSSI value at the last LoRa uplink 

snr SNR value of the last LoRa uplink 

items The data returned by the query from RS485 bridge which is 

an array of objects 

id Data ID 

value Data value 

4.6 Get the region 

The region refers to a geographical area defined by the user, which can be a country, a city, a 

street, or a household. Other regions can be included under one region. There can be multiple 

LoRa nodes in one region. 

Item descriptions 

Interface GET /api/dc/region 

Request parameter  
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Request parameter 

description 

limit The number of records is returned at this time. When the 

parameter is 0, only the "totalCount" field is returned to 

indicate how many records are in total, and the specific 

application data is not returned 

offset The currently obtained record offset, counting from 0 

response 

parameter 

{ 

  "total": "string", 

  "regions": [ 

    { 

      "id": "string", 

      "name": "string", 

      "parent": "string", 

      "latitude": 0, 

      "longitude": 0, 

      "path": "string" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

Main response 

parameter 

description 

total The total number of items. This does not mean how many 

items are included in this region, but how many items are 

available for access. The returned regions may be less than 

total because the regions are also limited by the “limit” and 

“offset” parameters. 

regions The attribute parameter of the specific region which is an 

array of objects 

id The id of the region which is the unique identifier of the 

region 

name The name of the region 

parent ID of the parent node of this region 

latitude The latitude of the region 

longitude The longitude of the region 

path The hierarchical relationship of the region, 

such as "/23/28/29/30", the last level is 
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itself 

 

4.7 Get the LoRa node under this region 

Item Descriptions 

Interface GET /api/dc/regionNode 

Request parameter  

Request parameter 

description 

draw The 64-bit integer filled in by the client, the server does not 

process the value, and the original value is returned. 

regionId Region id 

start The start counter of the record obtained this time and starts 

counting from 0 

length The number of records are returned at this time. When the 

parameter is 0, only the "recordsTotal" field is returned to 

indicate how many records are in total, and no specific 

application data is returned. 

response 

parameter 

{ 

  "draw": "string", 

  "recordsTotal": "string", 

  "data": [ 

    { 

      "region": "string", 

      "devEUI": "string", 

      "rssi": "string", 

      "snr": "string", 

      "battery": "string", 

      "lastUpdate": "string" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

Main response 

parameter 

description 

draw The draw parameter with the request, the original value is 

passed back 

recordsTotal Total number of items. This does not mean how many items 
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are included in the retune data, but how many itmes are 

available for access. The returned data may be less than 

total because the regions are also limited by the start and 

length parameters. 

data The attribute parameter of the specific region which is an 

array of objects 

region The name of the region directly belonging to the node 

devEUI device EUI of the node 

rssi RSSI value at the last LoRa uplink 

snr SNR value of the last LoRa uplink 

battery Battery remaining capacity 

lastUpdate Last data reporting time 

4.8 Get the node display list of an App account 

The interface is provided to the mobile APP to obtain the MQTT account of the account and 

all the nodes that the mobile phone user added to the account before. 

Item Description 

Interface GET /api/app/devlist 

Request parameter none 

response 

parameter 

{ 

  "mqttPassword": "string", 

  "mqttUser": "string", 

  "result": [ 

    { 

      "admin": true, 

      "alarm": 0, 

      "application": "string", 

      "battery": 0, 

      "devEUI": "string", 

      "devType": 0, 

      "lastActive": "string", 

      "nickname": "string", 

      "organization": "string", 

      "prepayment": 0, 
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      "reading": 0, 

      "rssi": "string", 

      "sn": "string", 

      "snr": "string", 

      "uptime": "string", 

      "valve": "string", 

      "version": 0 

    } 

  ] 

} 

Main response 

parameter 

description 

mqttUser The MQTT account created by the server for the mobile 

account. Through this account, user can receive 

notification messages with permission to receive. 

mqttPassword The MQTT password created by the server for the mobile 

account 

result All nodes added by the mobile phone user to this account 

which is an array of objects. 

admin Whether there is administrative authority on the node 

alarm Alarm flag, from high to low respectively： 

bit7: System restart alarm 

bit6: Low battery alarm 

bit5: Balance exhaustion alarm 

bit4: Anti-theft alarm 

bit3: Valve close alarm 

bit2: Unable to receive downlink data 

bit1-0: reserved 

application The name of the application to which the node belongs 

battery The remaining battery capacity of this node. Only valid for 

battery-powered nodes 

devEUI device EUI of the node 

devType The node hardware type, the type is defined as follows： 

0：gas meter with built-in valve 
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1：Pulse-reading node 

2：Water meter 

3：RS485-LoRa bridge 

4：Vortex flow meter 

5：Electricity meter 

6：Pulse-counting node 

lastActive Last data reporting time 

nickname Nickname of the node 

organization The name of the organization to which the node belongs 

prepayment The current prepaid value which is only valid for prepaid 

type meters. The volume unit is liter for gas meter and 

water meter and watt-hour for electricity meter. When the 

meter reading exceeds this value, the node will 

automatically close the valve (for gas meter or water 

meter) or open the relay (for electricity meter). 

reading Current meter reading. Unit is liter for gas meter and water 

meter, and watt-hour for electricity meter 

rssi RSSI value at the last LoRa uplink 

sn The serial number of the node can be specified as the serial 

number on the meter body to correspond, or a specific 

encoding rule parameter can be distinguished by a serial 

number. 

snr SNR value of the last LoRa uplink 

uptime The time when the node starts to power on. 

valve The status of the valve such as “open” or “close” 

version The software version of the node which is valid at the 

lower 12 bits. Each 4 bits indicates a part of the version, 

such as 312 in decimal, corresponding to 138 in 

hexadecimal, indicating that the version number is v1.3.8. 
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4.9 Add a node to the App display list 

A node can be added to the currently logged APP account through this API. After the addition 

is successful, the added node will be returned when the APP account node display list is obtained. 

Item Description 

Interface POST /api/app/devlist 

Request parameter { 

  "sn": "0800000040000004" 

} 

Request parameter 

description 

sn The serial number of the node to be added, which can be 

either the device EUI or the serial number of the meter 

body. If it is the serial number of the meter body, the 

administrator needs to set the mapping of serial number and 

device EUI in advance. 

response 

parameter 

{ 

  "admin": true, 

  "alarm": 0, 

  "application": "string", 

  "battery": 0, 

  "devEUI": "string", 

  "devType": 0, 

  "lastActive": "string", 

  "nickname": "string", 

  "organization": "string", 

  "prepayment": 0, 

  "reading": 0, 

  "rssi": "string", 

  "sn": "string", 

  "snr": "string", 

  "uptime": "string", 

  "valve": "string", 

  "version": 0 

} 

Main response 

parameter 

description 

admin Whether there is administrative authority on the node 

alarm Alarm flag, from high to low respectively： 

bit7: System restart alarm 

bit6: Low battery alarm 
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bit5: Balance exhaustion alarm 

bit4: Anti-theft alarm 

bit3: Valve close alarm 

bit2: Unable to receive downlink data 

bit1-0: reserved 

application The name of the application to which the node belongs 

battery The remaining battery capacity of this node. Only valid for 

battery-powered nodes 

devEUI device EUI of the node 

devType The node hardware type, the type is defined as follows： 

0：gas meter with built-in valve 

1：Pulse-reading node 

2：Water meter 

3：RS485-LoRa bridge 

4：Vortex flow meter 

5：Electricity meter 

6：Pulse-counting node 

lastActive Last data reporting time 

nickname Nickname of the node 

organization The name of the organization to which the node belongs 

prepayment The current prepaid value which is only valid for prepaid 

type meters. The volume unit is liter for gas meter and water 

meter and watt-hour for electricity meter. When the meter 

reading exceeds this value, the node will automatically 

close the valve (for gas meter or water meter) or open the 

relay (for electricity meter). 

reading Current meter reading. Unit is liter for gas meter and water 

meter, and watt-hour for electricity meter 

rssi RSSI value at the last LoRa uplink 
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sn The serial number of the node to be added, which can be 

either the device EUI or the serial number of the meter 

body. If it is the serial number of the meter body, the 

administrator needs to set the mapping of serial number and 

device EUI in advance. 

snr SNR value of the last LoRa uplink 

uptime The time when the node starts to power on. 

valve The status of the valve such as “open” or “close” 

version The software version of the node which is valid at the lower 

12 bits. Each 4 bits indicates a part of the version, such as 

312 in decimal, corresponding to 138 in hexadecimal, 

indicating that the version number is v1.3.8. 

4.10 Delete a node from the App display list 

A node can be deleted from the currently logged APP account through this API. After the 

deletion is successful, the node will not be returned when the APP account node display list is 

obtained. The interface does not delete the node from the LoRaWAN server, and the node still 

works normally, but the APP is not displayed. 

Item Descriptions 

Interface DELETE /api/app/devlist/{devEUI} 

Request parameter  

Request parameter 

description 

devEUI The device EUI of the node to delete 

Response 

parameter 

{} 

Main response 

parameter 

description 

None 
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4.11 Get the information of a node 

This interface gets information about a specified node. 

Item Description 

Interface GET /api/app/devlist/{devEUI} 

Request parameter  

Request parameter 

description 

devEUI The device EUI of the node to get 

Response 

parameter 

{ 

  "devEUI": "string", 

  "sn": "string", 

  "devType": 0, 

  "organization": "string", 

  "application": "string", 

  "nickname": "string", 

  "reading": 0, 

  "prepayment": 0, 

  "valve": "string", 

  "battery": 0, 

  "alarm": 0, 

  "version": 0, 

  "rssi": "0", 

  "snr": "0", 

  "uptime": "string, 

  "lastActive": "string", 

  "admin": true 

} 

Main response 

parameter 

description 

The parameter description is the same as described in the section "Adding a 

node to the App display list". 
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4.12 Modify the information of a node 

This interface can set the value of a parameter of a node. 

Item Description 

Interface PUT /api/app/devlist/{devEUI} 

Request parameter { 

  "devEUI": "string", 

  "id": "string", 

  "value": "string" 

} 

Request parameter 

description 

devEUI The device EUI of the node to be modified 

id Modified parameter id, valid： 

sn：series number 

nickname：nickname of the node 

reading：meter reading 

prepayment：the value of the prepayment 

valve：open/close status 

interval：report interval of node 

pulse：Set the current count of pulses for the node 

unit：Set the pulse equivalent of the node, how many values 

per pulse 

value Parameter value, the specific meaning is related to which 

parameter is set. The following is a description of several 

parameter values that may be ambiguous: 

reading：Meter readings, integers, volume flow units are in 

liters. This value setting will be cached by the server until 

the node reports it, so there may be a long delay to update. 

prepayment：Top up value, integer, and volume flow unit is 

liter, and the unit of the electricity meter is watt-hour. This 

value setting will be cached by the server until the node 

reports it, so there may be a long delay to update. 
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valve：Control the built-in valve of water meter and gas 

meter on and off. Valid values are "open" and "close". For 

safety reasons, the gas meter can only be turned off and 

cannot be turned on remotely. 

interval： the report interval of the node with unit of 

“Seconds” 

unit：Pulse equivalent，for example, for a water meter, if set 

to 10, the Meter reading will increase by 10 liters per pulse. 

Request parameter { 

  "address": "string", 

  "admin": true, 

  "alarm": 0, 

  "application": "string", 

  "battery": 0, 

  "devEUI": "string", 

  "devType": 0, 

  "lastActive": "string", 

  "nickname": "string", 

  "organization": "string", 

  "prepayment": 0, 

  "reading": 0, 

  "rssi": "string", 

  "sn": "string", 

  "snr": "string", 

  "uptime": "string", 

  "valve": "string", 

  "version": 0 

} 

Main response 

parameter 

description 

The parameter description is the same as described in the section "Adding a 

node to the App display list". 
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Appendix 1 View full interface via brower 

First, open the web page with the URL "https://sindconiot.com/admin/api". In the "Internal" 

section of the web page, "POST /api/internal/login", enter your username and password, and click 

" Try it out!" button to log in 

 

If the login is successful, the returned data will be displayed in the response window. The 

login operation will return a jwt, copy the value of jwt (all strings inside the double quotes) to the 

input box in the upper right corner of the web page. The jwt can be used for 24 hours from the 

current time. After the expiration, log in again and copy the new jwt to the input box in the upper 

right corner of the webpage. 
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Next, you can call RESTful on the web page to do your work. 
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